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Nursery children have been learning the story of “Rosie’s Walk”, they
particularly enjoyed the part when the cunning fox pounces and then is struck
by disaster; including being chased by bees! This has led to us to begin to learn
about the importance of bees.
Reception children have been learning the story The Pirate’s Next Door. We
have had lots of fun retelling the story and asking then characters lots of
questions. We have also started our new project which we will be doing over
the next few weeks – designing an island for the pirates.
Year 1 have been writing all about plants this week to create their own
information booklets. They have also been using balance and measuring scales
to weigh different objects. Well done, too, to all the children who received
DOJOS and prizes for our half-term Numbots challenge!
Year 2 have been learning all about the column method for addition and
subtraction in maths this week. We have been so impressed with how quickly
they have picked up this new method! We have also had lots of fun designing
our own magic lands based on the story “The Magic Faraway Tree”.
Year 3 have worked so hard over the last few days when completing their
writing assessments about a haunted house. They have also conducted an
investigation on soil, started their work on the Great Plague and had a go at
some athletics in PE!
Year 4 have enjoyed finding out about different types of volcano this week and
the famous volcano, Mount Vesuvius, in particular, studying the devastating
impact of its eruption on the city of Pompeii. We have also been working hard
to develop our first aid skills and find out what to do in the case of an
emergency/vital information to give during a 999 call.
Year 5 have completed some interesting recounts about what they did during
their half term holidays. It was lovely finding out about all the fun they have
had. In maths, we have been focussing on decimals and all the children have
shown great resilience throughout the week. We have been very impressed
with how mature all the children have been during our RSE lessons this week
too.
Year 6 have continued with their learning in SRE. All children were mature and
asked really relevant and interesting questions. We’ve also been practising for
our production and we’ve been blown away by the talents of our children.
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This Week’s Learning at Home
Word of the Week

This Week’s Value Stars!!
Nursery: Filip B, Adam S, Abigail K & Laylah F
RRG: Emilie J, Isabelle H
RKI: Grace P, Kaleb V
Year 1: Scarlett L.
Cole D, John, Kaya

Year 4: Madison N,
Alfie M, Ethan Ws,
Antonia B.

Year 2: Skyla B,
Sophia W

Year 5: Harley L, Keira
FG, Lacey M, Nathan
SC

Year 3: Gracie P,
Elliott H

Year 6: Lexie-Louise
O, Kaiden CL, Lewis
H, Charlie B

Attendance Winners

Early Years –
KS1 –
LKS2 –
UKS2 –

Year 6: Lily May P,
Kaiden C L, Jasmine
A, George M

bj

Nursery – cunning
Reception – Neighbours
Year 1 – inspiration
Year 2 – exchange

Year
Year
Year
Year

3 – abandoned
4 – empire
5 – solution
6 – vengeance

Problem of the Week
Who will win this week’s challenge? Please DOJO your
child’s class teacher with answers!

